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Typical WWTP Performance

Design

Infl avg*

Effl. avg

NPDES

BOD TSS TKN NH3 NO3 TP

320 300 65 55 7

209 238 40 24 5

0 <1 <1.0* 0 1.0 1.2

n/a n/a <0.6 <8 <1.5

Air supply designed at max month which is 2.5 times avg influent

Above resluts from Hays KS 2019-2020 data
System turndown 8:1 for increased efficiency

Headloss design is lower than disc diffusers

Available from 2 meter to 1 meter length

Expandable Lengths available up to 4 meters

Dual Air Control Design available for increased Energy Conservation

Materials: EPDM  |  Silicone  |  PolyUrethane

Available in retrievable or fixed grid designs

SOTE% up to 2.7% per foot depth

SCADA, ORP, and DO process control

High SOTE% diffusers provide an airwall of a fine bubble
screen increasing performance

Cyclic aeration for process control

Infinite Mixing Recycle of MLSS and Forward flow improves 
biomass BNR performance

Aerobic, Anoxic, Anaerobic process control for BNR performance.
MLSS “recycle up to 70Q”

Load orientated design for blower control, save 30% energy costs

Separation of Mixing and Aeration Energy motors reduces O&M
power consumption 

Reduced basin quantity available due to retrieving diffusers

Retrofit to all basin shapes; round, square, and rectangular

Stainless steel construction to avoid corrosion

Electric Hoist to lift diffuser rack avoids offsite crane rental

Raise a diffuser rack in 2 minutes; lower diffuser rack in 4
minutes

Simple diffuser maintenance lowers labor cost and improves
efficiency 

Multiple redundancy level lowers O&M Ownership cost

Inspect and clean diffuser in a whole basin in one day 
without removing a basin/train from service.

Safe mechanism for diffuser transfer of diffuser rack

OxyHoist can travel bridge for all lifting locations

OxyTransport works with OxyLift for reduced O&M to eliminate
offisite cranes for servicing equipment

Safely and economically maintain diffusers

Galvanized hoist and trolley for easy relocation

Lowers O&M and increases diffuser maintenance safety
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How do you control your process while lowering O&M?Q

BNR Performance for TN and TP
Retrievable Diffusers

New or Retrofit WWTP Facilities

Diffuser Innovation and Supply Since 1973

“The WWTP design has flexibility we did not have previously
for a tight TN and TP permit. We are surprised by the
efficiency of process design , upset resilience, and
construction cost economics. We are most surprised, and
pleased, by the high effluent quality. The multiple levels of
aeration and mixing provides redundancy that other plants did
not offer.

After operating this facility for 18 month, cyclic aeration has
proven itself as an economic, efficient, and reliable BNR
method. Our plant achieves current NPDES limits and sets us
up very well for future limits with modular expansion and
simple maintenance.”

Jason Riegel - Manager

Arnold Jäger created the world’s first fine-bubble rubber membrane diffuser in 1973 as a replacement 
for ceramic diffusers. The business has grown to international size and and supply. Customers have 
benefited from the Jaeger wastewater diffuser option innovations, SOTE % performance improvements,
lower operations O & M, diffuser life expectancy increases since the original disc diffusers.

Our JAEGER-Oxy...™ diffuser lines, integrated into our OxyMix™, BioCube™, and OxyLift™
technologies, offer unique municipal & industrial WWT solutions.
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